
Batting Averages: The climb to the top 
 
STANDARDS 
 
Content: Round numbers to given place values 
 
Content: Order number values 
 
Content: Solve problems involving decimal values 
 
Content: Calculate averages 
 
Content: Give evidence of work done to solve a problem 
 
Process: Make conclusions from given data 
 
Process: Compare and contrast relationships of elements 
 
 
TASK 
 
Your friend is a big baseball fan and recently started looking at player stats.  He is especially interested in 
who has the best batting average and checks daily to see if the current batting average leader has been 
replaced.  Knowing you are knowledgeable about averages and decimals he asks you to help him figure 
out how this might happen.   
 
You decide to first tell your friend how a batting average is calculated.  Then, using the variables needed 
to calculate batting average, you show your friend how specific averages might change after an at bat.  
You say because numbers are added to total at bats, and may or not be added to hits, batting average is 
always changing.  To help him with his original question you decide to predict some possible hit to at bat 
scenarios for each player.  For example: one player goes 3 for 3 the next game, while the other player 
goes 1 for 4.  How would their current averages compare?  Your goal is to create a realistic scenario (so 
while any player might go 0 for 4, the player with the best batting average probably will not go 0 for 20) for 
the leader that will change his current batting average.  Then, using comparable at bats (but probably not 
hits), create a realistic scenario for the second best player where his average ends up higher than what 
the leader turned out to be.  If that does not happen with your first attempt, keep creating new scenarios 
until it does. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



RUBRIC 
 

Criteria 3 2 1 Multiplier 
Words explain steps 
taken to find batting 

average 

Word choice makes 
steps easy to follow; 
if followed will lead 
to correct answer 

Either word choice 
makes steps difficult 

to follow OR  if 
followed steps will 
not lead to correct 

answer 

Word choice brings 
confusion and steps 

will not lead to a 
correct answer 

x 2 

Evidence (work) is 
shown of steps 

taken to find each 
batting average 

Work clearly 
indicates 

progression of steps 
taken to solve 

problem 

Some work is 
shown, but steps to 

one scenario are 
missing leaving 

progression unclear 

Some work is shown, 
but steps to more than 

one scenario are 
missing leaving 

progression unclear 

x 2 

Calculations are 
correct 

All calculations 
performed correctly 

to arrive at right 
answer 

1 error in 
calculations 

More than 1 error in 
calculations 

x 2 

Averages are 
rounded to the 

nearest thousandth 

All averages are 
accurately rounded 

to the nearest 
thousandth 

1 average is not 
accurately rounded 

to nearest 
thousandth 

More than 1 average is 
not rounded to the 
nearest thousandth 

 

Realistic scenarios 
are used  

Two scenarios 
determined to meet 

requirements of 
problem do so in a 
realistic way with 

comparable at bats 
and probable hit 

values 

Two scenarios 
determined to meet 

requirements of 
problem are not 

realistic either by not 
having comparable 

at bats OR not 
having probable hit 

values 

Two scenarios 
determined to meet 

requirements of 
problem are not 

realistic by not having 
comparable at bats 

AND not having 
probable hit values 

 

Last scenarios that 
were found reach 
goal of problem 

Batting averages 
were accurately 

compared with all 
steps shown to find 

a solution to the 
problem 

 
----------------------- 

Batting averages were 
not accurately 

compared with all 
steps shown to find the 
solution to the problem 

x 2 

 
 
          Total _________/30



 
Your friend is a big baseball fan and recently started looking at player stats.  He is especially 
interested in who has the best batting average and checks daily to see if the current batting 
average leader has been replaced.  Knowing you are knowledgeable about averages and 
decimals he asks you to help him figure out how this might happen.   
 
You decide to first tell your friend how a batting average is calculated.  Use the space below to use 
words to list the steps taken to calculate the batting average of any player. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Using the variables needed to calculate batting average, you then decide to show your friend how 
specific averages might change after an at bat.  You say because numbers are added to total at 
bats, and may or not be added to hits, batting average is always changing.  To help him with his 
original question you decide to predict some possible hit to at bat scenarios for each player.  For 
example: one player goes 3 for 3 the next game while the other player goes 1 for 4.  How would their 
current averages compare?  Create a realistic scenario (so while any player might go 0 for 4, the 
player with the best batting average probably will not go 0 for 20) for the leader that will change his 
current batting average.  Then, using comparable at bats (but probably not hits), create a realistic 
scenario for the second best player.  Using your results, determine if the player with the second best 
average would replace the current leader (remember this is what your friend wants to know).  If that 
does not happen with your first attempt, keep creating new scenarios until it does. 
 
Batting Average Leader (Player 1) 
 
Current stats: ___________ for ____________  (current average is __________________) 
                                          hits                             at bats                                                                            decimal 
 
Player with Second Best Batting Average (Player 2)  
 
Current stats: ___________ for ____________  (current average is __________________) 
                                          hits                             at bats                                                                            decimal 
 

Calculating Batting Averages 
Name __________________________________ 
6th Grade Math 



Realistic scenario 1 to be added to current stats of player 1:   ___________ for ____________ 
 
Work shown for new average: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
        New average is _________________ 
 
 
 
Realistic scenario 1 to be added to current stats of player 2:   ___________ for ____________ 
                                                                                                                                                                                      -> should be close to  

Work shown for new average:                                                                            # used for leader 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

New average is _____________________ 
 
 
 
Was player 2 able to replace player 1 by having a larger batting average?  __________________ 
 
 
If yes- you were successful in helping your friend.  Hooray!  If no- keep trying.  Use your scenario 
above to help you come up with your next idea.  Don’t erase!  Try additional scenarios on your own 
paper.  Set up your own paper like this page so scenarios, steps, and new averages are clearly 
shown. 
 
Once you have answered yes above… Prove player 2’s batting average is now greater than 
that of player 1.  Follow the steps used to compare decimals that were modeled in class.  Show 
work below. 


